
• been my fan eince he was an undergleaduete  
Dear Hobert, is a sucCialitallywoed writer who hail 	1/26/95 

Your 1/20 mailing is quite useful in giving me the additional exploitation and 

commercializations for which (liver Stone kicked the door in. Where 1  know what is 

relevant, it follows. 

The Lean ill story has grown with her interviews to where sho no longer knows what 

is true. I am inclined to believe her first interview only. By the time The Lane's started 

putting ideas in her mind she was lest to reality. If not intending that at all. It is 

one of the problems created by intervieeere who wanted to prove their preconcpetions reeler 

that establiSh troth and fact. 

Nagell can have no relevance end Fussell is ignorant of the established fact of the 

assassination. So whatever he says about Ilagell is limited to that. For those interested in 

Nagell's embellishment of his own career 	enhanced by Rusell, the book is for them. But 

it has nothing to do with the JFK assassination. Yrankly, I did not get very far before I 

laid it aside. I did not get to his malarky about H.L.Hunt buying the Zapruder film, or his 

son Bunter doing it, but it is bunk. Can come only from intended factual ignorance. There 
, 

is a tracing to purchase of the rights and it is irrefutable. eaybe /311 try and look that 

up in his index. Gives you an idea how unddpendable these theory-coeunerciaLizers are. Ea 
was in touch with me several times. If he lacked the principle to do the research he could 

-./et;prt 
have ashea me. But those whores do not want to tank-their ambitions, lasts or buck with 

fact and truth so they avoid the sieplest checking, readily available. 

The amerce of the Clint Eastwood commercialization seems to be the false immediate 

report that a Secret Service agent had been killed in Dallas and the actuality that Clint 

Hill developed serious psychological probeis after the assassination. Ills case was first 

lalown. There arc others. Those men could not have or vented it and they were desolated that 

they didn't. Hill almost lost his life saving "l ackiel s.Never mentioned. ir---/Cep6r J 	)/1.' 

Lane and Freed are among the most interesting of literary whores and plagiarists. They 

i
are so crooked they retitlce Lane's book on which he dumped Gregory to exploit him from Code 
Name2rorro to the one given in the story you sent. The book has virtualllinothing on the 

ling assassination and to this day Lane remains iemorant of it. He is so bankrupt that he 

plagiarized a fake story from The National Enquirer and had the House assassins flaunt that 

at him. Ditiht bother him a bit. Freed wanted to make a deal with me to use me and my work 
49;e/  but the sleazy celtract e'er ofiered, referring to a percentage of the profits, was worthless. 

ue wuuld not change it to a stated guaranteed figure. So he got Lane to go see Ray in jail 
and .mane wound up Ray's lawyer. Which effectively killed what little prospects Jimmy had, 

through me alone. I have nothing to do with Lane and while I respond to Jimmy and help him 

with his requests, his dos (le-cross of Leanr and me was a bit much. He also ruined himself 

in the hearing by lacking trust and keeping secret what he did not understand but could 

have walked him, then and only then, not later. Before IISCA Lane ruined Jimmy, who is so 

hung am up on loving n&thing oranyone who curses the FBI he did not realize it and still 
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doesx not. Except for most of hin first book, which war; dated before it ap;,eared, Lane 

has been worse than worLi less in all 11.:'s done and published because he has always been 

harmful. The current Plausible Denial is a gross lie and the stuff he uses has no credibi- 

lity at all. Especially nor Loren.  And the only question before the jury was 
AW- 

With cited soured, no malice. No more than that. L4d -jtaLs.4-Fe,i5ich-46.e Pwrt-tin 	, 4 rt,4(4 
//Le /1.4_,,LLPArq /Get-c 

	

Actually th: HBO show is British, with HBO joining in. The honcho is 	American h '14 1 ec- 

lawyer who mov,::d to ..naind, Dill Pepner. J4e has some connection with aay now and has for 
4(44/ 

damn hoar. . Was a close firnad or Lane's years ago. He approached me long ago on this 

"trials project, to hire me for the 2,ritish production part and to appear and I declined 

both. He did have a student working in my files for him a couple of years ago on this. 

She copied for him whatever she folind of slat he wanted. 1 did not chock, never do, and 

doa~~t know what it :;as. 

1 notice you refer to the regiotereil latters Nagel' sent 3 Edgar Hoover as meaning 
outvikvom./ 

something.VAat liagell sent Hoover did not and cadnot4 Anyone can do that with anything. 

',That e,uld have some moaning in not theme, anything Hoover sent 

For us at our age we arc doing 0i(. I've finished a very large rough draft of a book 

on which Dave Wrono is high, about 250,000 words, maybe more. 	working on another. 

And aside from the medical problems I've been surviving I just learned Chat when the 

ar.ungemalts aft made I' di go to 4ohns Hopkins for a polyp examination/removal. Cut-

Patient for ollers but with my blood-clotting problem, rcobably five days for me. 

Oddiiitx cjincidence, I'm aw;iting the arrival of a private investigator friend who 

is working for Pepper on the HBO crap on Ray. Good man. My wife and I are both fond of him. 

If you saw the Fox show referred to in what you sent, that is one time I had some 

input. I told them I'd have nothing to do with any theorizing and that by going with the 

fact they'd have a better show. Thal.doublecrossel me a bit ,:dth L'racie, Lane and Fauntroy 

but it remains the best assasoination program .et on TV. With the possibility of restrain- 
, 

ing some of the nuts a bit. They were going tog*e with the nutty theories all the way. 

convinced them not to. Tae witnesses they had, a.:ve for these three and Clark, I suggested 

to them and having located, inttrviewed and used them in cti;drt, knew what they'd say. 

Even the Paris Latch picture they got from me. 

if as I doubt very much alyona out there really wanted to do a good and an honest 

an significant movie on the JF.F.. assassination, that is in the manuscript Wftne is re-

typing. but they'll all be afraid i any has any interest. The truth doqhurt-many. 

These tUage you sent are quite helpful the record post Stone. I'll keep them in a 

separate file along with the file I have on him and Ids oxploitation.Which I did not 

look at, invited six times to th.: movie and not getting the cassette and I've not gotten 

th crap hedded since.fle and his staff;areltill grossly ignorant of the assassination fact. 

And intend to stay that way. Again thanks and best wishes, ' 
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1/20/93 

Dear Harold, 

I've collected a number of articles for you over the past 
few months, but haven't been able to get them out to you. 
My writing partner and I have been working on a script and 
a rewrite for the Fox Network (through Disney) and it's taken 
up the bulk of my time. My partner is home sick (with three 
young kids, he's always coming down with something) and there's 
a break in the action so to speak and I figured I'd get this 
material out to-you. 

There's one article which I read in a film magazine that I did 
not buy that reviews Oliver Stone's directors cut of JFK. The 
review said the 17 additional minutes actually hurt the film. 
They include the scene when Garrison goes into a men's room at 
an airport and authorities try to frame him for making advances 
to a police officer -- there was some other stuff described 
and none of it sounded like it did much for the film other 
than lengthen it. Now that the JFK subject has been hammered 
into the ground, there's a Martin Luther King assassination film 
on the boards. It was written by Mark Lane and somebody else 
(the article is enclosed). HBO is planning a mock trial of 
James Earl Ray. There's also a Clint Eastwood film where he 
plays a Secret Service agent who was in Dallas in 1963 and feels 
responsible for JFK's death. The agent then gets a chance to 
redeem himself when he learns of a plot against the current 
president. That at least sounds like it could be an interesting 
psychological study of a character. I'll never forget seeing 
Clint Hill on 60 MINUTES years ago. He was deeply affected by 
the assassination and was never the same after it. There's a 
TV movie in development based on a book by Jean Hill. So, 
Hollywood isn't quite done with the assassination yet. 

I happened to be in a bookstore the other day and saw a book 
called "The Man Who Knew Too Much" by Dick Russell. I figured 
you must know about it since he thanked you in the foreward. 
It's about a guy called Richard Case Nagell. He claims he was 
in the CIA and knew Oswald and tried to warn a number of people 
about five different plots against JFK. I just leafed through 
the book. Among other things, Russell claims that the first 
copy of the Zapruder film was bought by either H.L. Hunt or the 
Bunkers (I forgot which it was). The book seems to have had a 
lot of research go into it, but I don't know what to make of 
it. I never have heard of this Nagell character before and it 
seems that his credibility is a little questionable although he 
has produced copies of letters complete with their registration 
dates that he sent to Hoover and others. I'm curious what you 
know about it. 

I hope you find the material of some interest. Other than 
that how are you doing these days? Are you doing any writing? 
That's about it for now. Hope you and your wife are okay and 
I'll keep in touch. 

13237 Morrison Street 
Sherman Oaks, CA. 91423 


